
 

 
 

 
 

 
13 July 2018 
 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
We have recently been informed by National Express of some changes that will be taking place to the 
885 bus service from the start of September 2018. The 885 service from and to Solihull will be replaced 
by a special 1A service with slightly altered timings (please see the attached National Express 
timetable). Please note that the times are not finalised but, if they do change, the difference will only be 
by a couple of minutes. There will still be two buses: one will come from Solihull and will come onto the 
school site (the flagpole at KES, as before) and one will come from Acocks Green and will stop on 
Bristol Road, by the junction with Edgbaston Park Road. In the afternoon, the journeys will take place in 
reverse (but both buses will start from the school site – the flagpole at KES). 
 

 Daily timings: The buses will run at the same times Monday to Friday. On Fridays, the 
afternoon service will not leave KES at an earlier time, in line with our earlier end to the school 
day.  Instead, the service will depart daily at 1610 (to Acocks Green and then on to Solihull) 
and 1620 (to Acocks Green only). On Fridays, therefore, if your son is not able to wait at 
school, he might prefer to take the normal 1A service for Acocks Green/Solihull, which runs 
every 20 minutes from the Bristol Road. 
 

 Bespoke appearance: The 1A will show a bespoke destination screen on the front of the bus, 
which will include reference to King Edward’s School. 
 

 Commercial viability: The new arrangements from National Express are to ensure they can 
continue to run the service commercially. It is not part of National Express’ business model to 
allow a part subsidised service, where the service is otherwise funded by the public (in our 
case, mainly by the termly young person’s bus pass).  National Express cannot charge parents 
extra to make a school bus service commercially viable, and has therefore made the changes 
to the service instead. The 1A service is a public bus, just as the 885 was. Although a special 
service, it has apart to play in the general 1A timetable: as shown on the attached timetable, 
one of the buses will go on to the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, stopping on the Bristol Road, 
rather than coming onto the school site in the morning. 
 

 Full timetable and route information: Please see attached. Soon this will also be found on 
the National Express website; however, please note that this has not been updated yet. If there 
are any concerns about where the new 1A service stops, National Express will be happy to 
listen to these. These can be directed to their customer services team by email 
(travelcare@nationalexpress.com) with full details of the stop no longer served.  

We are sorry that these amendments may be somewhat less convenient for your son. We have pointed 
this out to National Express but, as you will be aware, changes to these services are unfortunately out 
of our control. Indeed, we only received details of these changes this week. 

Kind regards, 

K Phillips (Second Master) and Z Robinson (Bursar) 
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